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3 BEDROOM VILLA  |  SLEEPS 6L’EXTRÊME SUD  |  PORTO VECCHIO

SHORT DRIVE TO PORTO VECCHIO  |  INCREDIBLE COUNTRYSIDE VIEWS  |  CAR HIRE INCLUDED

Villa Tasche Vecchio 7 NIGHTS FROM

PER PERSON

£472*

Just a 15-minute drive from the town of Porto 
Vecchio, Villa Tasche Vecchio is a fantastic option 
for older families looking for a private and 
relaxing holiday. The focal point of this property 
is its stunning private swimming pool, which 
overlooks the surrounding countryside, all the 
way across to the mountains of the south of the 
island. The interior exudes a welcoming and 
homely feel with lots of character and charm 
throughout, alongside modern conveniences 
such as air-conditioning and Wi-Fi to make your 
stay as comfortable as possible. 

For those looking to explore the local area, 
there are some superb beaches close by, namely 
Santa Giulia, arguably the best bay on the entire 
island. Here you can expect soft, powder-white 

sand and crystal-clear turquoise waters; the 
ideal place to soak up the sunshine. The town 
of Porto Vecchio is also well-worth a visit, from 
the winding cobbled streets of the hilltop town, 
down to the luxury yachts bobbing around in the 
marina.

STANDARD: VERY COMFORTABLE

BEACH: Santa Giulia 13km, Palombaggia 16km

RESTAURANTS: Porto Vecchio 8km

MAIN TOWN: Porto Vecchio 8km

AIRPORT: Figari 20km

ABOUT THIS VILLA
Heated private pool (9m x 3.6m depth, 1.5m), washing 
machine, tumble dryer, dishwasher, oven, television 
in lounge and two of the bedrooms, Wi-Fi, barbecue, 
air-conditioning.

Ground floor: Kitchen/living area, dining room and 
utility room.

Middle floor: Double bedroom

First floor: Bathroom, two double bedroom with 
shower room.
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* Prices are per person, based on maximum occupancy, including flights & car hire.


